Introduction
Nowadays, the difference between the application of the new technology in the sheet cutting and forming processes and the traditional machining processes has been considerably reduced4. In spite of this, if we want to introduce new technologies in the cutting companies we need to use NC machines and even CAD/CAM systems for design, edit and program cutting tooIpaths, including the final communication from the computer to the NC machine2.
The present application, deals with these problems and with other features in relation to automatic sheet cutting processes. The program is developed under the AutoLISP graphic programming language by AutoCAD (release 12)8*9. It was done in association with a company specialized in metal cutting and it belongs to a research project which is funded by the "Fundaci6n para el Foment0 en Asturias de la Investigacih Cientffica Aplicada y la Tecnologfa" (FICYT).
The application is perfectly integrated in the AutoCAD program. the AutoCAD commands and menus never change and the user-interface uses the same pop-us menus and dialogue windows. Besides it allows the user to employ the whole drawing potential'**t4.
We always tried to make a modular application. Each particular problem about sheet cutting process is solved by automatic functions in the specific module4?
-Design and geometry preparation.
-Sheet development module.
-Nesting module.
-Remaining (off-cuts) management module.
-Automatic toolpath generation.
-Toolpath edition.
-Toolpath Simulation (analize kerf simulation) module.
-Post-process .
-Times and Costs module
In this report, we are going to describe the Remaining management module.
Remaining Management module
During the sheet cutting process, a lot of remnants and offcuts (like metal clippings) are left. When the amount of these metal offcuts is considerable, it seems logical to think about how we can re-use it again.
Having in mind this idea, we have developed, into the base-program, a module which deals with the remaining management. The use of this module goes hand in hand with a physical remaining management (for instance, in a sheet-metal store). It is no worth having one management program if the material is not stored, ordered or codified properly.
The management module serves to define the offcuts like remaining material originating from a particular cutting operation, it also allows searching the best remaids which could be used again for cutting new pieces.
The offcuts defined through the management module turn into ASCII files with "*.REC" extension and are placed in an independent directory of the management module. In this way, the previous defined offcuts can be used in the base-cutting program without using the management module.
These offcuts contain the whole information needed to its right definition (material, size, etc.) and can be incorporated as new original sheet at the beginning of the cutting process, in the same way to standard sheets
New offcuts definition
The definition of a new offcuts is usually carried out after a cutting process. Thus, the system knows the name of the cutting-program (the user introduces that name at the beginning of the process), the initial size of the sheet, its material, thickness and density. Therefore, if we finally wish to define a offcut with the remaining material, the system previously knows -all these data and they are automatically loaded in its own offcuts database (offcuts stock).
Aditionally, the user has to introduce the following data:
-the name of the offcut (it will be used by the program internally in order to generate the filename "*.REC", where all asociated information will be loaded) -description (reference free field or company codification)
-amount (number of identical offcuts). It can be useful when we make mass cutting production and we obtain a lot of identical offcuts.
-storage position. The system uses three free fields (Cl, C2 and C3) to identify its position in a hypotetical store. For instance, C1 = X position, C2 = Y positon and the filed C3 = Z position.
Finally, in order to obtain the right definition, we have to introduce the geometric shape and the size of the new offcut, Previously, the system allows selecting three basic geometric shapes: polygonal, rectangular and disc shaped ( fig.1 ). If the Polygonal shape is selected, the user has to draw on the screen the said polygonal, marking the vertex like the polyline drawing mode. On the other hand, and with the purpose of getting an automatic and quick offcuts searching, we have to define an interior rectangle (the biggest we can get) and the exterior rectangle (the smallest enclosing we can get).
With the information of these two rectangles ( fig.2) , the program works out the "profitable ratio", percentage which means how similar the real remain shape is compared with the rectangular shape, considering as base the 100% value for this ratio in the case of exactly rectangular offcuts, and 50% value for disk shapes (the relation between the interior and exterior squares in a circle). If the profitable ratio is reduced and the user considers that he can obtain other interior and exterior rectangles with better ratio, the program allows their redefinition. If the Rectangular shape is chosen, the system allows generating a offcut with this shape, and with any orientation in the plane. The "profitable ratio" for next searchings is automaticaly fixed to 100%. Therefore, the definiton of the exteriorhnterior rectangles is not needed.
In the case of selecting a disk shape, we only have to introduce a center point and another point for the radius. This remain shape is useful when there are big interior profitable holes in the pieces we are going to cut ( fig.3) . With this information, the new "offcut entity" is correctly defined taking part of the internal offcuts list in the program.
Offcuts searching
When a cutting process start, not only the piecesh profiles are required, but also the kind (material, thickness) and size of the sheet. In this sense, the program allows the user to select a rectangular profile with the suitable dimensions. In the same way, the user can use as base-sheet one of the loaded offcuts on the memory. The "search" option in the management module permits choosing the best offcuds automatically selecting the following parameters:
-Material: the user has to select one material from the material list included in the baseprogram.
-Geometry: The remaining management module has to know the shape of the piece we want to cut in order to fix the minimun size of the requiered offcut. This information can be introduced by screen selection or by typing one rectangle which contains the piece or pieces to be cut. If we want a circular (disk) offcut we introduce the minimun radius needed e Once these parameters are introduced, the system searches for the suitable offcuts. Then the screen shows three lists ( fig.4) : 1 a-Suitable offcuts list: These are remains which have all the desired requirements. In other words, their usefid defined rectangles are bigger than the rectangle that we had used to define the piece/s. 2a-Probable offcuts list: These are remains without having a useful rectangular area, however they have an exterior area which includes our piece. Usually, here there are the polygonal remains with a low "profitable ratio" ( < = 50%). If we select a "probable offcut", is interesting to use the "look" option, which allows seeing the real offcut above the profile/s to cut. This option also allows the movement and rotation in order to test its validity. 3a-Suitable disk list: These are suitable remains with circular shape.
In those three list, the material and thickness are the same that the "offcuts order". Selecting one offcut from any of the list, there is an option which allows changing the current sheet for the selected offcut.
Offcut list
The meaning of the offcut list is to see all the asociated parameters from the selected offcut of the list ( fig.5): -Original cutting program where the remain comes from.
-Original cutting drawing where the remain comes from.
-Original stock sheet data. (material, thickness, density).
-Identification offcut data:
. Name (without *.REC extension) . Description or Reference (if it has) . Kind (rectangle, polygon or disk)
. Profitable ratio (%) . Dimensions 
Offcuts deletion
Any offcut can be deleted in the program database. This operation can be realized using a particular option defined in the offcuts management module or through the computer operation system (Windows or MS-DOS).
Conclusions
The aim of the present paper was to describe a program which deals with the management of the offcuts remainig from sheet-metal cutting operations. This program is part of an integrated system for automatic sheet-metal cutting*.*. The program allows the user to define the offcuts according to three basic geometries: rectangles, disks and polygons. On the other hand, once a workpiece/s-set is established, the program searchs for the useful stock offcuts taking into account the material, thickness, and the minimun circumscribing rectangle of the pieces to be cut.
The searching algorithm simplicity plays an important role in identifying an optimal and quick solution for rectangular worlcpieces. This is also due to the fact that, in most cases, the stock-offcuts are exactly (or almost exactly) rectangular in shape. Nevertheless, if the pieceis to be cut have non-rectangular shapes (intricate geometry), the remaining management module allows an offcuts classification in three priority groups: suitable (rectangular or polygonal useful offcuts), disks (which are useful too) and probables (only polygons with intricate geometry). In all cases, the user may easily and quickly test the validity of the intially offcuts suggested by the system.
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